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 THE ENJOYMENT SONGS Nindies introduce the "NEW" songs New Nintendo 2DS XL Box art. New Nintendo 2DS XL
HOME Menu art. New Nintendo 2DS XL FINAL FANTASY XV art. Nintendo eShop With over 300 games available, the New

Nintendo 2DS XL features a total of four additional top-down screens, an additional bottom-screen, and a second pad that
doubles as a top-screen. This model of New Nintendo 2DS XL is compatible with the Nintendo 3DS and Nintendo 2DS

systems. NEW FEATURES * Four additional top-down screens * A total of eight screens * Two pad functions * A second pad
doubles as a top-screen * Supports both the Nintendo 3DS and Nintendo 2DS systems * A "Surprise" icon to tell you the

surprise function New features on the top and bottom screens. New functions on the additional top-down screen, the second
pad, and the New Nintendo 2DS XL HOME Menu. The New Nintendo 2DS XL HOME Menu. The New Nintendo 2DS XL

HOME Menu has the same functions as the Nintendo 3DS HOME Menu. New Nintendo 2DS XL HOME Menu functionality.
Nintendo 3DS HOME Menu functionality. * The Joy-Con grip's power button is used as a HOME button. * The touchscreen is
used for all other functions. New Nintendo 2DS XL HOME Menu The functions that will be displayed during your first run. *
Top-down screens are displayed on the left and right sides of the NEW 2DS XL HOME Menu. * The game list, system menu,
and settings can be selected and manipulated using a combination of the "A" and "B" buttons. * Pressing the "A" or "B" button
will change which screen is active. * The top screen is automatically selected at the start of game play. * There is also a surprise

icon available on the top screen. The top screens shown during gameplay. * When the touch screen is being 82157476af
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